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Collisionless and resistive ballooning stability
J. W. Connora) and R. J. Hastie
EURATOM/UKAEA Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, Oxon,
OX14 3DB, United Kingdom

~Received 18 May 1999; accepted 28 July 1999!

It has been suggested@Kleva and Guzdar, Phys. Plasmas6, 116~1999!# that reconnecting ballooning
modes in which electron inertia replaces resistivity in a nonideal magnetohydrodynamic Ohm’s law
can have substantial growth rates in the low collisionality regime. Numerical calculation, albeit
necessarily at unrealistically large values of the collisionless skin depth, showed that strongly
growing ballooning modes exist at beta values which are below the ideal beta limit. In order to
investigate stability at more realistic values of the skin depth we exploit an analytic approach. As in
the case of resistive ballooning modes, we find that inertial ballooning modes are stabilized by
favorable average curvature effects at moderate values ofDB8 , the stability index for resistive
ballooning. Instability only becomes possible close to the ideal stability boundary (DB8→`) or at
unrealistically large values of the toroidal mode numbern ~e.g.,n*102). Another ballooning mode,
the collisionless analogue of the Carreras–Diamond mode@Carreras, Diamond, Murakami, Dunlap
et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.50, 503~1983!# can also be excited at larger values of the collisionless skin
depth, but this mode is not valid for realistic parameters in a hot plasma. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~99!01211-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Major disruptions of tokamak plasmas are regularly o
served asb52m0p/B2, the ratio of plasma pressure to ma
netic field pressure, is increased above a critical value,bcrit .
Theoretical stability analyses of ideal magnetohydrodyna
~MHD! modes predict linear instability atb values in excess
of b ideal. However, it appears that, in practice, the critic
value for experimental disruptions is considerably less t
that predicted for ideal MHD instability. Typically,bcrit

;b ideal/2.
In a recent paper, Kleva and Guzdar1 seek to explain the

very fast (;100 ms!, thermal collapse of high-b disruptions
occurring in large tokamaks in terms of instability of col
sionless ballooning modes below the ideal MHDb limit.
These modes are analogous to resistive ballooning mode2–6

but with electron inertia replacing the collisional resistivityh
in a nonideal Ohm’s law. They fall into two separate class

~i! Those driven byDB8 , the ballooning space analogu
of the tearing mode instability indexD8, representing the
source of instability from the ideal region. These modes
stabilized by favorable average curvature,D, in much the
same way as low-n ~wheren is the toroidal mode number!
tearing modes are in toroidal equilibria.7 In the case of resis
tive ballooning modes, Connoret al.3 and Drake and
Antonsen4 found that instability was only possible in one
two limits: ~a! very close to the ideal MHD stability balloon
ing boundary,b;b ideal, whereDB8→`, or ~b! at very short
wavelength:n*100.

~ii ! An analogue of the Carreras–Diamond resistive b
looning mode.5,6 The Carreras–Diamond mode is a pure
growing, pressure driven, instability, localized within th

a!Electronic mail: jack.connor@ukaea.org.uk
4261070-664X/99/6(11)/4260/5/$15.00
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nonideal layer where resistivity enters the Ohm’s law. Ho
ever, a necessary condition for its validity3 is that its growth
rate, g, must exceed the sound frequency, i.e., thatg
.Cs /Rq, with Cs5Gp/(nimi) being the sound speed,R the
major radius,q the safety factor,ni and mi the ion density
and mass, respectively, andG the adiabatic index.

In Ref. 1 instability of collisionless ballooning mode
was demonstrated numerically, using an initial value stabi
code, for a range of values of the ‘‘effective Lundquist num
ber,’’ a2/de

2 , where de5c/vpe is the collisionless skin
depth, withvpe the plasma frequency anda a typical equi-
librium scale length. However, the values considered w
still two orders of magnitude smaller than the values typi
of the present generation of tokamaks.

In this paper we consider more realistic values ofde by
obtaining and solving the analytic dispersion relations
both resistive and collisionless ballooning modes and t
compare with the results of Ref. 1.

Considering the class~i! ballooning modes,2 the twisting
parity dispersion relation takes the form3,4

2Z0

G5/6DB8
5

Q1/4

t H G~s2!

G„~1/2! 1s2…
2

G~s1!

G„~1/2! 1s1…
J , ~1!

where

Z05S th

n2q2tA
D 1/3

, Q5~gtA!Z0G2/3,

s65~21Q3/26t!/8, t5~Q314GD!1/2,

and the stability indexDB8 is the ratio of the asymptotically
small solution to the asymptotically large solution of th
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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4261Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 6, No. 11, November 1999 Collisionless and resistive ballooning stability
ideal MHD, high-n, ballooning equation3,4 as the ballooning
variable u→6`. Thus if the ideal solution for the MHD
displacementj takes the form

j;C1~su!n21C0~su!n1,

as usuu→`, wheres5(r /q)(dq/dr) is the magnetic shear
with n1.2 1

2.n2 , then DB85C1 /C0, in the notation of
Ref. 3, andDB8→`, by definition, at the ideal stability
boundary whereC0→0. th5m0r 2/h is the resistive diffu-
sion time, andtA5RqA(112q2)/(sCA) is the Alfvén time,
with CA the Alfvén speedB/A(mini). The quantitiesG andD
are the expressions defined by Glasser, Greene, and Joh7

for general toroidal equilibria. In the large aspect ratio, lo
b, circular cross section limit they take the form

G5B2/@Gp~112q2!#,

D52
2rp8

B2s2 F12q22sq2
R

r
Ds8G ,

with p the plasma pressure andDs the Shafranov shift of
equilibrium magnetic surfaces, prime denoting a radial
rivative.

In Ref. 3 this dispersion relation was derived and solv
for a variety of values ofG andD. It was shown that when
GD.1, a purely growing resistive instability is alway
present, but that whenGD,1, only damped oscillatory
modes exist in the limit of largeZ0→` ~i.e., hn2→0).
These modes become unstable, as shown in Fig. 1, for va
of Z0 below a critical value. In fact, by considering values
GD close to unity,

GD512d, d!1, ~2!

it is possible to derive~Appendix A! the analytic stability
criterion

FIG. 1. Path of the resistive ballooning eigenvalue in complex freque
space asZ0 /DB8 ~bracketed values! varies. ~a! G520, D520.1; ~b! G
55, D510.1. From Ref. 3.
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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Z0*1.3DB8Y F 1

G
2DG5/6

. ~3!

Although this inequality is only asymptotically correct in th
limit d[(12GD)!1, comparison with numerical solution
of dispersion relation~1! shows that it is accurate to within
10% for all values ofd,3. Figure 2 shows the numericall
computed stability boundary in terms ofZ5Z0 /(DB8G5/6)
~solid curve! as a function ofd, compared to the approximat
values~broken curve! obtained from inequality~3!.

We turn now to the class~ii ! resistive ballooning
modes.5,6 The Carreras–Diamond ballooning mode is
purely growing instability with growth rate given by

gtA5A1/3/Z0 , ~4!

where, in the large aspect ratio, lowb tokamak approxima-
tion

A;
a2

2s2
;~ebp /s!2, ~5!

with a52(2Rq2dp/dr/B2) and wherebp is the poloidal
beta. It was originally proposed theoretically as an expla
tion for high values of transport in the edge region of t
Impurity Study Experiment~ISX-B!:5 At the relatively low
temperatures and highq values of the edge plasma in ISX-
the validity condition,g.Cs /Rq, could be satisfied at mod
erate values of wavenumber,n. Expressed as a condition o
n this validity condition takes the form

n.F2thCA~112q2!

R G1/2~Gb/2!3/4

aq3/2
}1/q5/2, ~6!

so that excessively large values ofn would be required for
validity of this mode in the hot core plasma of present ge
eration tokamaks. For example, withq52, T55 keV, R
53 m, r 50.5 m, ni5331019 m23, r /Lp[(r /p)(dp/dr)
52, B54 Tesla and Deuterium, inequality~6! requires that
n.2300. However theq25/2 scaling ofn at largeq in in-
equality ~6! means that this resistive ballooning mode cou
be a valid, vigorously unstable, mode in the H-mode pede

y

FIG. 2. Comparison of the approximate analytic~broken curve! and
the exact numerical~solid curve! resistive stability boundaries for
Z[Z0 /(DB8G5/6) as a function ofd[(12GD).
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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of a separatrix plasma boundary. Thus, takingq57, T51
keV andr /Lp510, modes withn.15 should be unstable.

The relationship between these two classes of balloon
mode is best understood by considering the stability o
given equilibrium ashn2 is increased from zero~or, alterna-
tively Z0 is decreased from̀ ). At very small values ofhn2

there are two damped, oscillatory class~i! modes:v56v r

2 ig. Whenhn2 is increased beyond the critical value give
by inequality~3!, these oscillatory modes become unstab
At a yet larger value these unstable modes coalesce
purely growing instability. At still larger values ofhn2, the
growth rate of one of these modes increases withhn2, while
the growth rate of the other decreases: the faster m
growth rate scales asg}(hn2)3/5. These class~i! modes re-
main valid solutions of the eigenvalue equations provid
that their frequencies and growth rates are smaller than
sound frequencyCs /Rq. This is normally very easily satis
fied for the parameters of real tokamak plasmas. Howeve
large enough values ofhn2 the more rapidly growing of the
class ~i! modes becomes comparable to the class~ii !, or
Carreras–Diamond, mode: The growth rate of this mo
scales asg}(hn2)1/3.

In Sec. II we obtain the dispersion relations for collisio
less ballooning modes of both classes and in Sec. III
discuss the stability of such modes. Section IV is devoted
a brief discussion of diamagnetic effects and the validity
single fluid MHD equations for the analysis of collisionle
ballooning modes, and in Sec. V we summarize the m
results of the paper.

II. INERTIAL BALLOONING

The equations for inertially driven ballooning modes a
obtained from the resistive ones by the replacement

h→meg/nee
2,

whereme and e are the electron mass and charge, resp
tively, and ne is the electron density. Thus, to derive th
dispersion relation for collisionless ballooning modes,
make the following substitutions in Eq.~1!:

th5
m0r 2

h
→

vpe
2

c2

r 2

g
5

r 2

de
2

1

g
,

wherede5c/vpe is the collisionless skin depth

Q5G2/3gtAF th

n2q2tA
G 1/3

→FGgtA

r

denqG2/3

[Qi
2/3

and

Z05F th

n2q2tA
G 1/3

→ r

nqde

G1/3

Qi
1/3

.

Thus for the class~i! mode, definingZ0i[(r /nqde)@1 as
the new expansion parameter, the twisting parity dispers
relation becomes

2Z0i

AGDB8
5

Qi
1/2

t F G~s2!

G„s21~1/2!…
2

G~s1!

G„s11 ~1/2!…G ,
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with

t5~Qi
214GD!1/2 and s65~21Qi6t!/8.

As for the resistive ballooning case, a purely growing ins
bility always exists whereGD.1 and favorable averag
curvature stabilizes the inertial ballooning mode whenZ0i is
large. By again considering the limitd!1, a useful stability
criterion can be derived analytically~Appendix A!. The sta-
bility criterion is

Z0i.DB8 S 2G

p~12GD! D
1/2

. ~7!

This expression turns out to be accurate to'7% throughout
the range21,GD,1. The numerical~solid curve! and
analytic ~broken curve! stability boundaries are shown i
Fig. 3; in this figureZ5Z0i /(AGDB8 ).

For completeness, an analogous expression for tea
parity modes is given in Appendix B.

III. DISCUSSION

The resistive stability criterion~3!, and the inertial sta-
bility criterion ~7! for class~i! modes, may both be expresse
in the form

n,nc1 , ~8!

predicting that, for a given equilibrium, only modes of su
ficiently short wavelength~high-n) can be unstable. The rel
evant expressions fornc1 in the two cases are

nc1~h!50.7
~th /tA!1/2

q~DB8 !3/2 F12GD

G G5/4

, ~9!

nc1~ inertial!5
r

qde

1

DB8
Fp2 S 12GD

G D G1/2

. ~10!

It is of interest to compare these values for typical, hi
temperature, tokamak plasma parameters. TakingDB8.1, s
.1 and the same plasma parameters as in Sec. I, so thb
.0.7531022, G.18, andD.20.06, we find

nc1~h!.210, nc1~ inertial!.100.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the approximate analytic~broken curve! and the
exact numerical~solid curve! stability boundaries for the inertial ballooning
mode forZ[Z0i /(DB8G1/2) as a function ofd[(12GD).
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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These results show that the favorable average curvature
bilization is almost as strong an effect for collisionless b
looning modes as it is for resistive ballooning modes. It s
bilizes such modes for values ofn in the rangen,100,
unlessDB8 is large: i.e., unlessb is close to the ideal MHD
stability limit, b ideal.

The dependence ofDB8 on b has been investigated8 for
the s2a equilibrium model. Figure 2 of Ref. 8 shows tha
for s51, and b/b ideal51/2, DB8;0.25, while at b/b ideal

53/4, DB8;1. Large values ofDB8 , e.g., in excess of 4, ar
only obtained forb/b ideal.0.9.

For the class~ii ! ballooning mode, employing the sam
transformation fromQ and Z0 to Qi and Z0i as before, we
find the collisionless version of the dispersion relation is

gtA5A1/2/Z0i . ~11!

The condition for the validity of the resistive and inerti
forms of this mode,g.Cs /Rq, can also be expressed in th
form

n.nc2 , ~12!

where

nc2~h!5F2thCA~112q2!

R G1/2~Gb/2!3/4

aq3/2
}1/q5/2, ~13!

nc2~ inertial!5
r

de

@Gb~112q2!#1/2

aq
}1/q2 ~14!

and the scalings on the right hand sides of Eqs.~13! and~14!
refer to the scaling at largeq. For the plasma parameters us
above, these expressions yield

nc2~h!.2300, ~15!

nc2~ inertial!.250. ~16!

As discussed in the next section, these values are far be
the limit of validity of the fluid equations.

Taking equilibrium data to resemble that used in Ref
(G51, r .a/2, q.2, b.0.6531022, r /de.15 and~from
Fig. 1 of Ref. 1! r /Lp;2), the validity condition become
n.6. Thus the instabilities found in Ref. 1 appear to be
the vigorously unstable class~ii !, or Carreras–Diamond
modes rather than the more weakly growing, class~i! bal-
looning modes. In addition the growth rates computed
Ref. 1 and shown there in Figs. 3, 4, and 6, all exceed
sound frequency, which has a value;0.931022 at bp51 in
the normalized variables of Ref. 1. Furthermore, the stro
stabilization apparent in Fig. 8 of Ref. 1, asbp is reduced,
occurs just asg drops below the sound frequencyCs /Rq,
suggesting that this may be the point of transition from
strongly growing class~ii ! mode to the more weakly growin
class~i! mode. As we have seen, this latter mode does
merely have a reduced growth rate as (r /de) increases; in
fact it becomes absolutely stable at realistic values ofde .

IV. VALIDITY OF THE SINGLE FLUID EQUATIONS

The theoretical model underlying the equations of Re
and the dispersion relations of Refs. 3 and 4 and the pre
paper, is that of single fluid MHD with an Ohm’s law con
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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taining electron inertia or resistivity. Neglect of Hall term
and thermoelectric terms in Ohm’s law, the ion gyro-visco
stress in the momentum equation, and diamagnetic heat
terms in the energy equations, are all equivalent to ignor
terms of order (v* /v) in the dispersion relation. Here

v* .~nq/r !~r iVTi
/Ln!,

is the diamagnetic frequency, withr i the ion Larmor radius,
VTi

the ion thermal speed andLn the characteristic scale
length for density~or alternatively temperature! variation. At
marginal stability, the electron inertial class~i! ballooning
modes have finite frequency with

vtA5
~12GD!

G

1

Z0i
. ~17!

Evaluating the ratiov* /v, we note that it is independent o
the toroidal mode numbern, and that

v*
v

.S r i

de
D S R

Ln
D 1

sAb
, ~18!

which typically exceeds unity. It is also worth noting that f
these plasma parameters the Finite Larmor Radius param
k'r i5nqr i /r .(n/80), so that fluid equations become in
valid at smaller values of the toroidal mode number,n, than
the predicted instability threshold.

For the class~ii ! collisionless ballooning mode, neglec
of diamagnetic effects is also invalid since

v*
g

.S r i

de
D 1

Ab
. ~19!

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Resistive ballooning modes, in which electron inertia
places resistivity in Ohm’s law, have been investigated. B
class~i! modes,2–4 driven byDB8 , the energy source from th
ideal region, and class~ii !, Carreras–Diamond-type
modes,3,5,6driven from within the nonideal region, have bee
investigated. With plasma parameters which are characte
tic of present large tokamaks, such as the Joint Europ
Torus ~JET!, the class~i! modes are found to be stable fo
n,100, except very close to the ideal ballooning stabil
boundary (DB8@1), where lowern values can be unstable
Unstable Carreras–Diamond modes are predicted only
n.250, far beyond the validity range of fluid equation
These results suggest that the numerical results of Ref. 1
modes withn510, 20, and 30 would have indicated stabili
had computation at more realistic values of (a/de)

2;106

been possible.
It is also noted that, for realistic plasma parameters,

neglect of diamagnetic effects is never justified. Thus a t
fluid treatment retaining Hall terms and the gyro-visco
stress, or a fully kinetic treatment, is required for a consist
treatment of the layer physics.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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APPENDIX A: ANALYTIC STABILITY CRITERIA FOR
TWISTING PARITY BALLOONING MODES

An analytic stability criterion for resistive balloonin
modes can be derived for the case whereGD512d with
d!1. Writing GD512d andQ[2 iV, with V3/2.O(d),
one finds

t.22d, s1. 1
2, s2.@d/822(11 i )(V/8)3/2#,

so that, at marginal stability, the dispersion relation takes
form

Z0

G5/6DB8
5

2

Ap

V1/4e2 ip/8

@d22~11 i !~V/2!3/2#
, ~A1!

which has the solution

V3/25d@ tan~p/8!#, ~A2!

Z052A2/pDB8 F G

12GDG5/6

cos~p/8!@ tan~p/8!#1/6,

51.273DB8 F G

12GDG5/6

. ~A3!

An analogous marginal stability treatment for the case w
electron inertia instead of resistivity yields, withQi

[2 iV i

V i5d, ~A4!

Z0i5DB8 F 2G

p~12GD!G
1/2

. ~A5!

In both cases instability occurs at smaller values ofZ0 , Z0i ,
i.e., at larger values of the toroidal mode numbern.

APPENDIX B: ANALYTIC STABILITY CRITERION FOR
TEARING PARITY MODES

The dispersion relation for tearing modes@Eq. ~8! of
Ref. 2# can also be modified for the case where elect
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
e
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inertia dominates over resistivity in the reconnecting lay
Solution of the dispersion relation numerically shows th
the favorable average curvature stabilization of resistive te
ing modes, discovered by Glasseret al.,7 persists in the in-
ertial limit (meg/nee

2@h). At marginal stability the tearing
mode has a finite frequency~providedD,0) and a useful
analytic stability criterion, and estimate of the frequency, c
be derived by considering the limit

2GD5d1!1.

The mode frequency is found to be

vtA52
p

4

D

Z0i
, ~B1!

and the stability criterion is

Z0i.DT8
G~1/4!

G~3/4!

1

~22pD !1/2
, ~B2!

whereDT8 is the usual tearing stability index.
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